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ABSTRACT
The structural chemistry of nanoscale materials encapsulated
within single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) is reviewed.
SWNTs form atomically thin channels within a restricted diameter
range, and their internal van der Waals surfaces regulate the growth
behavior of encapsulated crystals in a precise fashion, leading to
atomically regulated growth. The structural properties of these
systems are largely dictated by the structural chemistry of the bulk
material, although significant deviations from bulk structures are
often observed, with lower surface coordinations and substantial
lattice distortions.

1. Introduction
In 1959,1 Richard Feynman asked, “What could we do with
layered structures with just the right layers? What would
the properties of materials be if we could really arrange
the atoms the way we want them?” He also noted that,

“They would be very interesting to investigate theoreti-
cally...I can hardly doubt that when we have some control
of the arrangement of things on a small scale we will get...
[a] greater range of possible properties that substances
can have, and of different things that we can do.”
Substantial advances in fabrication and related technolo-
gies since 1959 have made it possible to manipulate matter
on an atomic scale,2-9 and this Account outlines of one
of the most promising approaches to the production of
discrete atomically regulated structures by encapsulation
within single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs).

SWNTs are formed from rolled sheets of sp2 graphene
carbon10,11 which form well-defined cylindrical cavities
with a strictly limited diameter range (1-2 nm)12,13 when
synthesized in a controlled fashion. Depending on the
orientation of the six-membered carbon rings with respect
to the nanotube axis, either achiral (zigzag or armchair,
Figure 1a,b) or chiral (Figure 1c) nanotubes can be
constructed.14 Encapsulated guest materials can be intro-
duced into these cavities by a number of methods,15,16 and
in particular capillary filling of SWNTs with molten
salts17,18 allows the crystallization of atomically regulated
structures with reduced, modified, or entirely novel
coordinations compared to the bulk.19,20

The accurate, quantitative structural characterization
of these nanocomposites presents a number of challenges.
To fully understand the consequences of nanoscale en-
capsulation, it is necessary to acquire both structural and
chemical information at high spatial resolution and
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FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the structures of (a)
armchair, (b) zigzag, and (c) chiral SWNTs of similar diameters.
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sensitivity. Conventional “broad beam” diffraction or
spectroscopy is often unsuitable due to macroscopic
sample inhomogeneities, and hence the development of
advanced transmission electron microscopy techniques
is proving to be essential21,22 due to the availability of both
structure images at atomic resolution and intense sub-
nanometer probes for chemical analysis.

In this Account, we outline a combinatorial approach
to the application of such techniques in the study of
atomically regulated structures formed within SWNTs,
illustrated with examples from a range of inorganic
systems.

2. Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is an invaluable
tool in the determination of the structure and structural
chemistry of nanocrystalline materials. Modern instru-
mentation,23,24 using field emission electron sources and
operating at intermediate (200-300 kV) voltages, provides
imaging at close to atomic resolution,25 together with
subnanometer diameter bright probes which can be used
to collect electron energy loss spectra (EELS)26 and to map
characteristic X-ray emission spectra (EDX).27

To further increase the usefulness of this technique, a
number of alternative approaches to image reconstruction
or restoration28-35 have been developed and applied to
high-resolution electron microscope (HREM) images.
These provide an indirect route to improved spatial
resolution and simultaneously dramatically improve the
level to which data can be interpreted in a quantitative
fashion. Such methods recover both the phase and
modulus of the exit surface wave function resulting from
the interaction of the electron beam with the specimen,
with full correction of all lens aberrations rather than the
aberrated (uncorrected) intensity available directly in a

single conventional HREM image. They also improve the
signal-to-noise ratio of the resultant structural data via
averaging over a large dataset.

The simplest and most widely applied experimental
approach to restoration requires the collection of a set of
(typically 20 or more) conventional axial HREM images
recorded at different defocus levels.28-31 In such a dataset,
the differently aberrated (defocused) images provide
independent information, thus overdetermining the speci-
men exit plane wave function, which can be recovered
easily for thin specimens where imaging process are
complicated but essentially linear.28,29,34

Until recently, this approach has been limited by three
factors: (i) nonlinear components of the image intensity
which increase with specimen thickness, (ii) intensities
arising from inelastically scattered electrons, and (iii) the
range of directions and energies present in the electron
beam which reduce the spatial and temporal coherence,
hence limiting the ultimately achievable resolution. How-
ever, significant technical developments have greatly
changed this situation. In the first instance, efficient
computational approaches which account for the non-
linear imaging interactions have been developed.31 In
parallel, the development of energy-filtered imaging sys-
tems36,37 has enabled the intensity from electrons scattered
inelastically by mechanisms other than phonon scattering
to be eliminated from individual HREM images. Finally,
field-emission electron sources are now commercially
available,38,39 offering improved temporal and spatial
coherence, giving images containing higher spatial fre-
quencies, so that focal series reconstruction achieves
higher resolution. In addition to the above, the increased
availability of fully characterized CCD cameras for digital
image recording40,41 has made it easier to record the sets
of images needed for reconstruction in a quantitative and
reliable manner.

FIGURE 2. Schematic illustration of the steps involved in data acquisition and analysis for indirect wave function restoration from conventional
HREM images. (a) Collection of a focal series of conventional HREM images. (b) Relative defocus determination between pairs of images by
maximizing the peak height of the phase correlation function between them for varying defocus values. (c) Absolute aberration determination
by maximizing the integrated intensity in the phase contrast index function as a function of defocus. (d) Exit plane wave function restoration
using the aberrations determined in (c).
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In practice, the recovery of the exit surface wave
function initially involves the determination of the aber-
rations present in each individual image using one of
several established methods.21,22,42 Subsequently, the com-
plex wave function itself is recovered from a summation
of these images with the application of appropriate
restoring filters determined from the individual imaging
conditions. In the case of SWNTs, the modulus of the exit
surface wave function is generally extremely weak due to
the weak electron scattering by very thin crystals, and
hence we have largely used the phase to provide structural
information. Schematically, this process is summarized in
Figure 2.42 The benefits of this approach are to allow
structural inferences about the specimen to be made by
direct comparison of predicted and observed wave func-
tions, with only two real unknowns, the specimen struc-
ture and thickness. In the case of materials encapsulated
within SWNTs, the latter can often be inferred from the
cylindrical symmetry of the SWNT. Using this indirect
approach, we have been able to directly deduce the
detailed atomic arrangement of a variety of nanocrystal-
line encapsulated materials, examples of which are de-
tailed in subsequent sections.

3. Metal Halide-Filled Nanotubes
Metal halides form the most comprehensive series of
currently characterized filling materials, with many ex-
amples within several distinct structural families known.43-46

For bulk binary halides, a simple classification scheme
according to stoichiometry, bulk structure type, and
coordination43 has been used as a guide for filling
SWNTs.44-46 The general effect of confining these materials
into SWNTs is to form structures that are specified by both
the bulk structure of the incorporated halide and the
confining surface of the encapsulating nanotube. In
certain cases, however, the former does not apply, and
entirely new structures can be formed. In the remaining

cases, structures may be distorted or otherwise modified
by encapsulation.

For simple packed halides, confinement leads to the
formation of “Feynman crystals”,1 in which the number
of atomic layers is precisely regulated by the confining
surface of the SWNT. The first example reported is a 2 ×
2 KI crystal formed within a 1.4-nm-diameter SWNT
(Figure 3).19 Conventional HREM images (Figure 3a) show
an ordered array of pairs of identical dark spots along the
SWNT capillary, with each of these representing an
individual I-K or K-I column viewed in projection along
a 〈100〉 direction (Figure 3b,c). This results in all the ions
undergoing a total reduction in coordination, from 6:6, as
found in the bulk, to 4:4. Lattice distortions are also
observed in these crystals, with a {200} spacing along the
tube axis of ∼0.35 nm, similar to the {200} spacing of bulk
KI, but expanded to ∼0.4 nm across the capillary.19

We have also characterized a 3 × 3 KI crystal in a larger
diameter (1.6 nm) SWNT (Figure 4).20 In this example,
images were recorded along the KI cell diagonal, which
in principle should allow the visualization of both the K+

and I- sublattices as pure element columns. However, it
is not possible to observe the weaker scattering K+

sublattice via conventional HRTEM, although the strongly
scattering I- sublattice is revealed as a series of dark spots
along the tube axis (Figure 4a). Using indirect restoration,
we have restored the exit plane wave function (Figure 4b)
of this specimen at close to the information limit (0.1 nm)
of our 300 kV FEGTEM. The additional information
present in the phase of the restoration has made it
possible to image the K+ atom columns in addition to the
more strongly scattering I- atom columns. From this
restored phase, direct measurements of column positions
after averaging along the tube axis (Figure 4c) have
enabled us to accurately determine individual column
displacements within the incorporated 3 × 3 crystal,
leading to a more detailed structural model (Figures 4d)

FIGURE 3. (a) Conventional HREM image recorded at the Scherzer defocus of a 2 × 2 KI crystal formed within a 1.4-nm-diameter SWNT in
a 〈100〉 projection. (b,c) Respectively side-on and end-on structural representations of the 2 × 2 KI crystal within a SWNT, showing measured
lattice spacings.
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of the composite which indicates an unexpected aniso-
tropic distortion of the KI lattice.20

The 3 × 3 crystal shows three separate coordinations
of 6:6, 5:5, and 4:4 exhibited by the center, face, and corner
....I-K-I-K.... rows, respectively, of the 3 × 3 crystal along
the SWNT axis.20 The I- atoms located along 〈110〉 show a
slight inward compression relative to their positions in
the bulk structure, and the K+ atoms located along the
same cell diagonal exhibit a small expansion, as do the
K+ and I- atoms located along the shorter 〈100〉 directions.
This distortion is thought to be due to the small compres-
sive effect of the larger I- ions (i.e., I-

IV ≈ 0.22 nm vs K+
IV

≈ 0.13 nm) by the van der Waals surface of the SWNT.

Wilson and Madden have modeled the crystal growth
behavior of KI in variable-diameter open-ended SWNTs
using molecular dynamics simulations.47 Their time-
resolved and minimum energy simulations predict filling
with thermodynamically ordered arrays of 2 × 2 KI crystals,
starting from an open SWNT immersed in molten KI, and
also predict lattice distortions consistent with those
observed experimentally.19 In particular, for the case of
the 2 × 2 KI crystal, the correct aspect ratio of the observed
lattice distortion is reproduced,19 while a 3 × 3 KI crystal
encased in a 1.6-nm-diameter SWNT shows differential
displacements for halide atoms disposed along the longest

diagonal versus facial atoms disposed along the shorter
〈100〉 direction.20

Ternary halides can also be incorporated into SWNTs
using the melting properties of the pseudoternary AgCl-
AgI phase diagram, allowing, for example, the eutectic
AgCl-AgI composition to be incorporated into SWNTs17

which, as it contains one strongly scattering halogen
(I, Z ) 53 vs Cl, Z ) 17), facilitates preferential imaging
via conventional HREM.

HREM observation of this composite reveals that it
contains a mixture of filling materials, approximately 70%
of which are crystalline while ca. 30% are disordered. The
crystalline filling consists of two components: (i) a metal-
lic Ag filling presumed to originate from dissociation of
the halide mixture and (ii) a crystalline AgCl1-xIx filling.
The latter is metastable, as the eutectic composition
should be polycrystalline in the solid state. Figure 5a
shows a ca. 2-nm-diameter SWNT filled with fcc Ag metal
(with 〈010〉 parallel to the SWNT axis and 〈001〉 parallel to
the electron beam), with a lattice spacing orthogonal to
the axis of ca. 0.21 nm (corresponding to d020 for Ag). In
this image, the walls of the SWNT are visible as vertical
lines on either side of the encapsulated nanocrystal (Figure
5c). Figure 5b shows an image of the metastable crystalline
halide with an average periodicity of ca. 0.4 nm along the

FIGURE 4. (a) Conventional HREM image recorded at the Scherzer defocus of a 3 × 3 KI crystal formed within a 1.6-nm-diameter SWNT in
a 〈110〉 projection. (b) Reconstructed phase of the same crystal as in (a). Note that the contrast in this image is reversed so that regions of
high electron density appear bright and those of low electron density appear dark. (c) Enlargement of a region from (b) after averaging along
he tube axis. (d) Structural model derived from (b).
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SWNT axis formed within a 1.4-nm-diameter SWNT. The
microstructure of the encapsulated material is imaged as
a staggered array of distorted dark spots that suggest a
1D “tunnel” structure derived from wurzite AgI (Figure
5d). In the corresponding model, each dark spot in the
lattice image corresponds to slightly staggered columns
of either X-Ag-X or Ag-X-Ag, and the contrast variations
in the spots can be attributed to a random distribution of
weaker scattering Cl- and stronger scattering I- over the
X- sites (Figure 5d).

To obtain further compositional information, spatially
resolved EELS has also been used to probe the local

composition of the encapsulated material. Figure 6a shows
typical high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images
obtained from SWNT bundles recorded using a dedicated
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) to-
gether with compositional models and EEL spectra ob-
tained at different probe positions. In this sample, the I
and Cl edges were always observed together whenever
halide was detected, indicating that the AgCl-AgI mixture
melts congruently into the SWNTs. Additionally, the
determined Cl:I ratios varied from ca. 10:1 to 1:10, thus
supporting the previous hypothesis that local concentra-
tions of Cl and I vary on an unsystematic basis. Additional

FIGURE 5. (a) HREM image of Ag crystal within a SWNT (scale bar ) 1 nm). (b) HREM image of encapsulated crystalline AgCl1-xIx (scale
bar ) 2 nm). (c) Structure model of encapsulated Ag nanocrystal. (d) Side-on (top) and end-on (bottom) representations of 1D wurzite tunnel
structure together with a staggered ball-and-stick representation (top) and schematic showing derivation of the tunnel structure from the
〈001〉 direction of wurzite AgI.

FIGURE 6. (a) HAADF images. (b) Contrast profiles along the indicated line I-II and filling configurations. Key: H ) halide-filled SWNT; M
) metal-filled SWNT. (c) Integrated EELS profiles obtained from (top) two bundles containing ca. four SWNTs and (bottom) a bundle containing
eight or nine SWNTs (all scale bars ) 10 nm).
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EELS line scans confirm the formation of elemental Ag in
some SWNTs, corresponding to those in which electron
beam-induced reduction has occurred. Overall, these
results provide clear evidence for the formation of an
encapsulated ternary crystalline halide phase within
SWNTs.

4. Metal Oxide-Filled Nanotubes
A second important class of encapsulated materials is
inorganic oxides, albeit one from which fewer examples
have been fully characterized, in part due to a lack of
availability of relatively low melting point precursors
suitable for encapsulation via capillary filling. In this
section, one such example is described, together with an
outline of the detailed characterization of the encapsulat-
ing nanotube chirality.

Figure 7a shows the restored phase of a 1.5-nm-
diameter SWNT containing an encapsulated single crystal
of Sb2O3. It is clear that the right wall of the SWNT displays
fringes with a spacing of 2.24 Å, whereas the contrast
variations on the left wall are random, as confirmed by
1D power spectra obtained from single-pixel line traces
along the tube walls (Figure 7b). The restoration process
allows us to directly determine the inclination of the
nanotube with respect to the image plane from the
defocus levels calculated for individual subregions. This
information, together with the presence of asymmetric
fringe contrast with a spacing of 0.224 nm, enables us to
rationalize the observed contrast by exhaustive compari-
son of the restored wave function with those simulated
for 1.5-nm-diameter tubes with a range of different chiral
angles and orientations close to those observed experi-
mentally. These simulations indicate that in achiral zigzag
tubes this spacing is observable in both tube walls but is
entirely absent in armchair tubes,48 where the spacing
between adjacent carbon atom rows is less than the
resolution of the restoration. If the tube axis is tilted away
from the image plane, the contrast remains equal on both
walls for achiral tubes, but the fringes observed for the
zigzag conformation become increasingly blurred at higher
tilts due to a staggering of the carbon atoms in projection.
Chiral tubes, however, display strong asymmetric contrast
on one tube wall for certain inclinations of the tube from
the image plane,48 which corresponds closely to that
observed experimentally. Additional information is pro-
vided by the 2D power spectrum of the restored wave,
which shows reflections that are incommensurate with
those of the encapsulated Sb2O3 with a component
perpendicular to the tube axis corresponding to the
spacing observed in the right tube wall. Overall, therefore,
using this methodology, we have been able to assign both
the chiral vector of the SWNT and its sense.48

The restored phase (Figure 7a) shows contrast due to
the filling material in the SWNT over the entire field of
view. However, only within the lower region of the tube
is the crystalline Sb2O3 suitably oriented for detailed
structural characterization. Figure 8a shows an enlarge-
ment of this subregion, with frequencies greater than
those of the highest crystal reflections filtered to reduce

unnecessary noise. The uninterpretable crystalline con-
trast in the remainder of the tube arises from movement
and rotation of the tube during data acquisition and from
misorientation of the filling in these tube regions. Within
the lower region, the filling can be identified as a Sb2O3

single crystal in the valentinite form (i.e., the high-pressure

FIGURE 7. (a) Restored phase of a Sb2O3-filled SWNT. The image
is composed of six individually restored overlapping subregions. The
lower part shows the crystalline Sb2O3 clearly resolved along a
projection close to 〈1 0 -1〉 together with regular fringe contrast in
the right-hand wall of the tube. (b) Power spectrum taken from 1D
linescans along the tube walls indicated by arrows in (a). The
spectrum for the right wall (red) shows a strong peak corresponding
to a spacing of 0.224 nm which is absent in that for the left wall
(blue). This asymmetric fringe contrast indicates that the tube is chiral
and inclined to the image plane.
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form of Sb2O3
49 as opposed to its cubic senarmonite form

consisting of molecular units of Sb4O6
50). In the bulk,

valentinite consists of infinite chains of Sb2O3 units
running parallel to 〈001〉, where each antimony atom is
coordinated by three oxygen atoms, each bridging two
independent antimony atoms. In the encapsulated Sb2O3

crystal, we have determined that the 〈4 -1 2〉 direction of
this fragment is aligned with the tube axis and that the
tube is inclined at an angle of ca. 15° from the image
plane. The white spots in the reconstructed phase cor-
respond to the positions of the antimony sublattice only,
as due to the weak scattering of oxygen and a limited
resolution (of ca. 0.14 nm) in the restoration, the oxygen
sublattice could not be resolved, as confirmed by image
simulations.48 This analysis suggests that the structure of
the encapsulated Sb2O3 crystal can be described as a
repeated sequence of a row containing three Sb atom
columns followed by a row containing two Sb atom
columns perpendicular to the long axis of the tube. The
rows consisting of three columns show a contrast con-
sistent with a stacking pattern of 3-2-3 antimony atoms
in projection, and the rows of two columns show a
contrast consistent with three antimony atoms in projec-
tion. These observations have allowed us to construct a
model Sb2O3 crystal fraction, which has sequences of
3-2-3 and 3-3 layers with an 4-fold repeat period along
the 〈4 -1 2〉 direction, which gives simulated contrast that
closely matches that observed experimentally. Within the
experimental nanocrystal, there is also evidence for local
structural irregularity, with some two-column rows show-
ing ca. 30% greater intensity at the atom sites compared
with other rows of this type. This suggests a possible
antimony stacking pattern of 4-4 in these particular rows;
in a similar fashion, the center row of the crystal (parallel
to the tube axis) also contains certain columns of three
antimony atoms rather than the usual two antimony
atoms. Overall, these observations have allowed us to
construct the final structural model for the encapsulated
nanocrystal shown in Figure 8b. In addition to the local
inhomogeneities described above, significant lattice dis-
tortions were also observed in the encapsulated material.
In comparison to the bulk structure of valentinite, the
encapsulated crystal shows a longitudinal contraction of
∼13% along the 〈4 -1 2〉 axis, with an average spacing of

∼0.552 nm between the two-column rows and the three-
column rows compared to the average bulk spacing of
∼0.638 nm.

5. Direct Observation of Dynamic Events
The previous sections have given representative examples
of filling materials that are sufficiently stable under
electron irradiation to permit detailed structural charac-
terization. However, a number of encapsulated materials
are electron beam sensitive, undergoing complex rear-
rangement processes during electron exposure. This sec-
tion describes one such example involving “clusterization”
of ZrCl4 with elimination of Cl2, a process that can be
directly followed by recording a continuous video se-
quence of conventional HREM images.51

HREM examination of this composite shows that the
as-prepared SWNTs are initially filled with continuous
chains of ZrCl4 which exhibit a 1D chain-type halide
structure in the bulk. Subsequent irradiation of this
material at 300 kV with an intense electron beam causes
the filling material to undergo progressive changes in
morphology as it segregates to form discrete clusters. We
have successfully followed a typical sequence of events
over periods of up to 20 min, after which the encapsulat-
ing SWNTs denatured.

Figure 9 shows a typical sequence of 10 images taken
from individual video frames obtained over a period of
∼4 min. In the initial image (I), two continuously filled
SWNTs are observed, with the upper tube terminated by
a cap visible on the right of the image. By image II, the
filling in the bottom tube has already segregated into three
∼3- to 4-nm-long clusters, and subsequently in image V
the clusters indicated with arrows undergo structural
alteration to give clusters with different lengths of 3, 2,
and 4 nm. In image VI, the material in the topmost tube
has also segregated into a pair of clusters, and finally in
image X, discrete ∼1-nm-long clusters can be seen in both
nanotubes, with the number of clusters in the bottom tube
having increased from three to four (cf. image V). Eventu-
ally, following long-term irradiation for a ∼10-min period,

FIGURE 8. (a) Noise-filtered phase detail taken from Figure 7a. (b)
Ball and stick representation of the valentinite Sb2O3 crystal fraction
viewed along the SWNT axis.

FIGURE 9. Sequence of HREM images I-X obtained at ca. 20-s
intervals, showing gradual clusterization of encapsulated ZrCl4
induced by electron beam irradiation.
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a minimum length of ∼1 nm for the clusters is observed.
It is important to note that during these initial transfor-
mations (i.e., before the final denaturing of the SWNTs
themselves), the walls of the tubules appear to be un-
changed, suggesting that no substantial chemical interac-
tion between the carbon walls and the filling material
occurs during this “clusterization” process.

The image contrast from the initial microstructure of
the filling material in image I is indistinct, whereas several
of the longer clusters in images II, III, and V show arrays
of dark spots similar to those reported for CdCl2 and other
related structures.44,53 It is therefore reasonable to suppose
that ZrCl4, which forms an edge-sharing “trans” octahedral
chain structure in the bulk,54 forms similar 1D chains
within SWNT capillaries. During initial electron beam
irradiation, these chains undergo sequential elimination
of chlorine to form clusters with a stoichiometry of ZrClx,
where x < 4. Figure 10 shows an idealized schematic
representation of this cluster formation process. Initially
(Figure 10a), the continuous filling of an unbroken ZrCl4

chain is shown. Subsequent irradiation initially causes
breaks in this chain (Figure 10b), and at the sites of these
breaks, elimination of chlorine occurs, resulting in the
formation of reduced halide polyhedra at the chain
termini. It is assumed that the eliminated molecules of
Cl2 diffuse through side-wall defects or the end-caps of
the SWNTs. During further irradiation, small clusters form
(Figure 10c), followed by discrete separated clusters at a
later stage (Figure 10d). This result illustrates that it is
possible to follow and understand dynamic events occur-
ring within encapsulated materials in real time using

continuously recorded video sequences of HREM images.
It is also interesting to speculate that if this mode of cluster
formation can be reproduced for a bulk semiconductor-
filled SWNT samplesfor example by use of an alternative
decomposition methodologysthen it may be possible to
produce aligned 1D quantum dot arrays within SWNTs.55

6. Conclusions
In this Account, we have reviewed the use of advanced
electron microscopy for the detailed structural character-
ization of a variety of materials within SWNTs. Within
these very narrow capillaries, the structures obtained often
have an integral number of atomic layers in two dimen-
sions but are effectively infinite in the third dimension.
The nature of the encapsulated structures often varies
from the bulk material, with evidence for reduced coor-
dination, local inhomogeneity, and significant lattice
distortions. Under specific conditions, the chirality of the
encapsulating tube can also be determined from a detailed
analysis of the wall contrast and an accurate estimate of
the tube inclination. It is possible to modify the inserted
crystals chemically either by photolytic reduction or by
in situ electron beam irradiation experiments in which
encapsulated halide crystals may be reduced to form
either metallic nanowires or templated clusters with
regulated dimensions.
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